
Septic Tank Treatment
If you have sewage smells coming from your septic tank, leach field or
toilets, or if your septic system is overflowing, you need a solution, fast!

Noflex Digestor is a breakthrough treatment for septic tanks that will make
you wish you discovered it earlier. It's the fastest, most cost effective way
to eliminate the smells and clean out the sludge in your septic tank.

Key features of the Noflex Digestor septic tank treatment:
It doesn't mask smells, it neutralises them
It activates the 'good' bacteria that eat the 'bad' bacteria
It's environmentally-friendly - the main by-product is sodium carbonate (washing
soda)

 

Septic tank problems                                       
 Anaerobic  is probably the most common type of septic system, consisting of:

1.   Primary tank collection point



2.   Secondary setting and clarifier
3.   Leach field

The problems could be:

1. Toilets backing up or slow flow 
2. Primary tank over flowing
3. Secondary tank over flowing
4. Leach field surface area flooding or flooding when water table level rises
5. Smell of sewage around the tanks and above the leach field

 

How to use Noflex Digestor to treat your septic tank

Steps:

For a partial blockage in the piping, large amounts of sludge buildup in primary tank
or  unpleasant odors in the sewage leach area, use 30 grams/2 tablespoons a day till
system is clears or you start to see a noticeable difference on your secondary tank or
leach field . 
Add the product directly in a toilet flushed 3 times to get the powder down the line.
The best time to add the product into system is morning after breakfast. Or just before
bed.
If the flow in system is minimal only, use the shortest run toilet into the system to start

Notes:

If you have any flow through the system Noflex will open it up and make it work again.
It took years to plug up it won’t be over night fix. You will see results in a month with
the Noflex and it will get better every week.
Normal use: 30 grams/2 tablespoons per toilet per 4 people in the home, once or
twice per week should be introduced into the system (from a different toilet) for proper
maintenance and upkeep of the piping and sewage treatment system.

Hints:

The product works better in small amounts spread out over time rather than large
amounts.
The product is formulated for the highest performance possible; do not add to
anything else or   anything else to it.
Product can be used to neutralise odours and liquefy waste in out door toilets open
holding tanks, sprinkle over waste and mist or spray a small amount of water over it to
energize.



It can be used sprinkled over leaching fields that have flooded surface areas to
remove unwanted odors mist with water to activate. Will not harm grass. 
The product will not hurt pipes, but if pipes are old cast iron, it may unplug grease and
fats plugging existing holes.   
Some customers have discontinued use of the product after the problem has gone
away only to have it come back. Remember a little all the time will stop it from coming
back. 
The product will not neutralise  disinfectants such as Pine cleaners, Tea Tree oil
soaps, Orange base cleaners. These are not good things to put into any type sewage
treatment system


